Our District has decided which ELA Interims to Administer (ELA or Reading). How
can we prevent the accidental administration of the other type of ELA Interim?
As mentioned in the announcement, “Why Do I See Interim Reading and Interim ELA Tests?”, posted on
August 10th, 2021, we recommend that districts select one of the two types of ELA Interims to use at a
grade level. That decision to administer only ELA Interims or Reading Interims then needs to be
communicated to all users within the District.
When the District or School user sets up Test Windows in TIDE, only the selected Interim tests should be
added to the Test Window. Even if the message on the selected Interims (ELA or Reading) is
communicated across the district, it is possible that the other Interim could accidentally be added to a
Test Session.
Please read on to learn more about a systematic way, in TIDE, to prevent the possibility of adding an
incorrect Interim to a Test Session.
Quick Review: What is a Test Window?
You may recall that by adding Tests to Test Windows you restrict the time frame during which those
tests can be administered. All other tests that are available to your district and NOT in a Test Window,
have no restrictions on when they may be administered.
Example: A District that intended to use ELA Interims accidentally administered Reading Interims.
How did this happen?
Let’s imagine that we have a district that decided to administer the ELA Interims in grades 3 through 8. A
District Test Window has been configured for these Interims and is open from 8/23/2021 through
9/30/2021. Conversely, this district has not added the Reading Interims for grades 3 through 8 to any
Test Windows. Because these Reading Interims are not in a Test Window, there is no restriction on
these tests and they can be added to a Test Session at any time. This means that anyone who did not
know the district’s decision about which Interims to administer or that was in a hurry setting up Test
Sessions could accidentally add Reading Interims to their Test Session instead of the ELA Interims.
What can you do to ensure that the other type of Interim is NOT added to a Test Session and
accidentally Administered?
In the example district that we are considering, we could add the Reading Interims to a Test Window so
we restrict the selection of these Interims and prohibit them from accidentally being administered.
There is a qualifier. The Test Window for the unselected Interim (in this example, Reading) CANNOT
overlap dates with the Test Window for the selected Interim (in this example, ELA). If they do overlap,
then both Interims can be selected.
A failsafe way to configure the Test Window for the unselected Interim is to set the dates in the past.
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Screenshots for Clarity:
For visual learners or those that benefit from “seeing” this process in action, use the following images to
support the text above.
Example: District Test Window is set for ELA Interims but no Test Window is set for Reading Interims.
This District has selected the ELA Interims for grades 3 through 8. This first Test Window is set from
8/23-9/30.

Now, we navigate to the Test Administration System to set up our Test Session. The Upcoming
Proctoring Session will run from 9/6-9/20. Notice that both types of Interims are available in my Test
Tree because I have not restricted access to the Reading Interims.
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Let’s go back to TIDE and set up a Test Window for Reading Interims that is unique from the timeframe
of the ELA Interim Test Window. This Test Window is set for one day and set to expire before the ELA
Test Window begins.

We’ll return to TDS and try again to set up a Test Session. Notice that now the Reading Interims are not
available for my Test Session.
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If we accidentally set the Test Window in TIDE for Reading Interims to overlap with the ELA Interims, the
Reading Interims can be accidentally selected in TDS.
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